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STAR TREATMENT
Step inside Mana with Chester-based interior designer James Roberts
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heshire Living finds James
Roberts in high spirits, having
designed the interior of
Mana, which has become the
first restaurant in Manchester
to earn a Michelin star in
more than 40 years.
James worked with owner and acclaimed
chef Simon Martin from conception to
completion of the large space in Ancoats.
He’s clearly thrilled for his client that Mana
has entered the Michelin Guide’s hallowed
pages, but is careful to emphasise that it was a
cherished hope, not an expectation.
“Simon and I were working late one night
during the development; he was testing a dish
and I was working on some ironmongery
detail,” James recalls. “We had chillhop music
playing in the background and I remember
looking around at the place and feeling like it
was all coming together.
“It was the same night I tried Simon’s food
for the first time. My immediate thought was:
‘Oh my God, you’re good!’ In that moment, I
realised that we were working on something
very special.”
An unspoken question hung in the air:
Would Mana become a Michelin-starred
restaurant? James says that, far from chasing
Manchester’s elusive Guide rating, the chefpatron was entirely focused on delivering his
brand of belief and excellence.
The launch proved to be a success, but
even after growing noises from the adoring
press, nothing was guaranteed. A long
wait ensued after Michelin inspectors had
evaluated the restaurant. They delivered their
final verdict in October this year. “I jumped
up and down in my office when the news

came through,” beams James, who recently
unveiled a new website and company brand.
“The star is a testament to the dedication
and creativity of Simon and his team, but
from my perspective, two beautiful things
have added to the sweetness: firstly, Mana
had broken Manchester’s deadlock after all
those years and, secondly, that there had been
emphasis on user experience – something we
all worked hard to ensure was in line with
Simon’s ethos.”
James Roberts Design Ltd practises in
Chester and it was by way of the Chef’s Table,
located in Music Hall Passage, that James
first appeared on Simon’s radar. The interior
designer had been working closely with the
independent restaurateurs – giving them a
mature new look four years into trading.
“The Chef’s Table is a great little business,
one of Chester’s darlings,” smiles James. “I
got introduced to the partners, who explained

it was a passion venture with a limited budget
for interior design. I was happy to reassure
them that if a client has something good
going on and they understand the value of
design, then we’re happy to come on board.
“We made it work and at the end of the
project I was sat at the soft launch, enjoying
a meal with friends, when a call from an
unknown number came through on my
mobile. I never usually answer my phone at
the table, but for some reason I did on this
occasion, and it was Simon. He had come
over from Denmark, relocated to the UK and
had done a pop-up collaboration with the
team at the Chef’s Table. They’d said good
things about us and he wanted to talk to me
about his next project.
“I’m slightly ashamed to admit it, but
Simon’s name didn’t mean anything to me
at the time other than he was coming from
Noma, which I didn’t know anything about.”
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‘ The customer experience of walking
into the space is breathtaking ’
A few days later, James sat down with
a TV dinner on his lap to watch a BBC
documentary on the world’s most amazing
hotels. Noma was mentioned in passing as
having been voted the world’s best restaurant
for four successive years.
“Well that was it, my dinner went on
the floor!” laughs James, who was officially
brought on board by Simon with approval
from the project team.
In spring 2018, James and his team began
to develop some initial concepts for Simon.
Mana means ‘the power of elemental
forces of nature embodied in an object or
person’. The chef’s personal ethos is all about
celebrating ingredients from the British Isles.
Adding to the pressure of the brief was the
long tentacles of Noma’s global reputation –
stretching over from Scandinavia. The press
had already begun to speculate whether Mana
would be a Noma spin-off. The message from
the top was clear: in addition to supporting
the main event – the beautifully crafted menu
– the interior design would be critical to

ensuring Mana had its own identity.
“The scale of the challenge struck me
when we first arrived at Ancoats and I saw
a shiny new build,” admits James. “The
surrounding area was all red-bricked buildings
with signs of the Industrial Revolution. ‘How
will we capture nature here?’ I wondered,
but one of the biggest things I love about the
creative mind at play is that it’s a childlike
thing. You can put yourself in a place where
you’re ready to receive and be open to ideas.
I didn’t become stressed because in design,
it’s important you don’t try to go to a final
solution straight away. I tend to think in
terms of metaphors and similes… it’s like this
and it’s like that. The answer I wanted came
almost instantly…
“Looking up at the towering eight-metre
ceilings, Simon said: “It’s cavernous”. From
there we arrived at the word ‘cave’, which
is a natural thing. I knew we could come
up with a completely pure design that went
back to basics – paying homage to food and
ingredients from the British Isles and the
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craft of cooking. “Immediately I could see
how we could soften everything up, block out
the views of Manchester with floor to ceiling
curtains and make the space feel dark and
cave-like. We wanted the transition coming
off the streets to feel like stepping from a
wardrobe into Narnia.
“My background is in engineering and
we have this ethos, design right first time, so
although we worked up other concepts, we
knew that the cave was the one.”

J

ames attended The Royal College
of Art to study Product Design. He
quickly went self-employed and began
designing medical, consumer and
packaging products – including bags
and accessories for Nike. From there, he
turned his attentions to designing furniture,
which then led to high-end residential
and commercial interiors – a space he has
worked in for the past 10 years. Whether he’s
working on coat hangers or Michelin-starred
restaurants, James’ process is always the same:
concept, development and detailing.
“Conventionally, in this industry you’re
told: “Here’s a space, now go and dress it”, he
explains. “That doesn’t flick my switch! I’m
more of a ‘Let’s make the most of what it can
be’ kind of designer.”
Midway through the creative process at
Mana, James and his team headed out far
and wide – looking for the right products
to complement the open-plan space and
£300,000 kitchen, which was developed by
CHR Equipment of Preston. Having delivered
everything from a traditional oak-panelled
Cheshire Estate interior to a lakeside lodge
with Italian furniture, James says they rarely
revisit the same supplier unless it’s in the best
interests of the project at hand.
“I have three favourite elements to
the Mana design: the pendant lights,
the handcrafted walnut seating and the
cabinetry,” he reveals.
“With each piece, your hope is always
that the client will look at it and say: “Yes,
that’s beautiful”.
“It’s taken a huge effort from me and the
team to get Mana’s interior design absolutely
right, but we did it. The customer experience
of walking into the space is breathtaking. It
will deliver value and customers for many
years to come.” L
jamesrobertsinteriors.com

Simon Martin, owner
of Mana, adds:

“Creating this dining experience certainly
was a journey. The team at James Roberts
Design had the ultimate challenge: to get
into my head and understand what we
were striving to achieve with the space. We
placed our trust in them and they achieved
it. The interior reflects our values and
beautifully presents the food we craft.”
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THREE DESIGN DETAILS REVEALED BY JAMES ROBERTS
CABINETRY

“We worked with a great design and development team in ZSpace and build team
in Rische Group Manchester, who delivered the project. Every piece of furniture was
designed based on how it would function and fit; the natural finish brings consistency
throughout the open-plan space. A certain Dekton product has a kind of ‘iron ore
meets stone’ appearance. “It has natural warm colours and, as a worktop, it isn’t cheap,
but it is hardwearing. By keeping everything subtle, nothing on the interior is fighting
with any dish.”

PENDANT LIGHTS

“I first spotted these Czech pendant lights
four years ago at the London Design
Festival and stored them in my head as
something novel. They fulfil three key
functions – including providing ambient
lighting. We didn’t want to fill every
corner with light but, likewise, we didn’t
want people walking into a chef! They
also provide task lighting so that people
can see to eat on the table without
detracting from the natural colour of the
food. Finally, they also act as a decorative
feature – filling the huge void of space.”

WALNUT CHAIRS

“I wanted a stylish piece of furniture with
an international feel, that had a natural
curve to it like a tree.
“They also had to be comfortable
and feel amazing – providing a key
‘touchpoint’ so people can connect to
the furniture. We went way over budget
on this selection and sacrificed any profit
on the trade costs, but there was no two
ways about it; it had to be this chair.
“When you’re sitting at a table and
paying more than £100 per head, you
have to be in a chair that is fitting.”

